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ABSTRACT 
Hydrogen bonded liquid crystal (HBLC) complex has been designed, synthesized and characterized from 

ternary mixture of  Levo tartaric acid (LTA),4-dodecyloxy benzoic acid (12BAO)  and cholesteryl acetate (CHA) 
compounds. The various mesomorphic phases of individual compounds and ternary mixture during heating and 
cooling cycle have been analyzed by polarizing optical microscope (POM). The corresponding textures of each 
compounds and their phase transition temperatures has been identified. The formation of intermolecular hydrogen 
bond in the ternary complex has been confirmed by FTIR studies. The resultant HBLC ternary complex possesses 
a nematic phase with a high clearing point and a low melting point compared to its constituents. Furthermore, this 
complex has acquired high thermal span width compared to individual compounds.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Liquid crystals (LCs) were prepared by self-assembly processes through formation of intermolecular 

interactions such as hydrogen bonding, are promising materials for the production of new functional materials.The 

formation of hydrogen bond (H-bond) through the non-covalent interactions of molecules is a powerful tool for 

self-assembling the molecules to form the liquid crystal complexes.The synthesis of hydrogen bonded liquid crystal 

(HBLC) complexes lead the generation of new phases and properties which are varies from the foundation of the 

compounds. Cholesteric liquid crystals (CLCs), a supramolecular helical assembly of nematics, cover a wide range 

of potential applications in displays, polarisers, organic pigments, thermography and photonic devices. 

The thermal properties of ternary mixtures reveal that the nematic range of the produced mixtures is 

affected in a way that is dependent on both the mixture ratio and the difference in the alkyloxy chain lengths. By 

following a well-documented synthesis route, we have successfully synthesized new ternary mixture from levo 

tartaric acid (LTA), 4-dodecyloxy benzoic acid (12BAO) and cholesteryl acetate (CHA) compounds resulting in 

the formation of a new HBLC complex. A phase behavior of this ternary mixture complex was investigated.  

 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Levo tartaric acid (LTA), 4-dodecyloxy benzoic acid (12BAO) and cholesteryl acetate (CHA) were 

supplied by Sigma Aldrich, Germany and all the solvents used were E.Merck grade. The  LC  sample is filled in 

its isotropic state to a homogenous alignment liquid crystal cell commercially available (Instec, USA) of  5 x 5 

mm2 indium tin oxide coated area with 4 μm spacer by capillary action.  

Shimadzu DSC60 Plus with Ta60 software (version 2.21) and TAC-60i mechanical auto-cooling system is 

used for obtaining transition temperatures and enthalpy values of mesogens. 4g Mass of the mesogens and ternary 

mixture (LTA+12BAO +CHA) were accurately weighed by using a Shimadzu microbalance. The weighed 

mesogens and HBLC complex (LTA+12BAO +CHA) are sealed in aluminium pans and they are heated up to a 

temperature above the estimated clearing temperature and hold at its isotropic temperature for two minutes so as to 

attain thermal stability. Once a stable heat flow is sustained, the samples are cooled at a rate of 5oCmin−1 to 30°C 

followed by a heating scan at a rate of 5oCmin−1 to a temperature above the expected clearing temperature. All DSC 

curves are corrected using baselines recorded under identical conditions.  FTIR spectra are recorded (ABB FTIR 

MB3000) by making pellet of the mesogens and (LTA+12BAO+CHA) complex along with KBr and analyzed 

them using the MB3000 software to identify the formation of H-bond in the (LTA+12BAO +CHA) complex. 

2.1. Synthesis of (LTA+12BAO +CHA) HBLC complex: Intermolecular HBLC complex is synthesized by 

adding of one mole of LTA and two mole of 12BAO in N,N-Dimethyl formamide (DMF), and this mixture is 

subjected to constant stirring (magnetic stirrer) for 12 hours with 750rpm at ambient temperature of 30oC till white 

precipitate is formed. The white crystalline crude complex so obtained by removing excess DMF and then 
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recrystallized with dimethyl sulphoxide. This synthesized binary mixture is then mixed with one mole of CHA in 

ethyl acetate and applied same mixing procedure to obtain ternary mixture complex. The yield is about 93%.  

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR): The FTIR spectrum of intermolecular H- bonded 

(LTA+12BAO+ CHA) ternary complex is recorded in the solid state (KBr) at room temperature. The presence of 

H-bond in the present complex is  inferred by the appearance of new band shows the carboxylic acid group ν(O---

H) at 2854cm-1 in CHA+12BAO mixture in the ternary complex as show in Figure.1. 

3.2. POM Studies: The HBLC complex is found to exhibit characteristic textures like Nematic   (droplet 

texture/128.8oC) Smectic C (Schlieren texture/86.8oC), Smectic G (mosaic texture/59.5oC) and crystal texture 

(47.6oC)  as shown in Figure 2a-2d, respectively. Formation of H-bond between two mesogens leads to change in 

transition temperatures without much affecting mesophase structures. As significance, the system acquires a helical 

ordering perpendicular to the long axis of the molecules. Also the helix may be right or left-handed depending on 

the molecular average orientation. The general phase sequences of the pure mesogens and the HBLC complex in 

the cooling run are observed as shown in Figure.2(a,b,c,d). 

 
Figure.1.FTIR spectrum for CHA+12BAO mixture in the ternary complex 

 

    Figure 2a Figure 2b Figure 2c Figure 2d 

 
 

4. CONCLUSION 
Hydrogen bonded liquid crystal (HBLC) ternary mixture complex has been designed synthesized and 

characterized from the mixture of LTA, 12BAO and CHA compounds. The textures of all compounds along with 

their phase transition temperatures have been identified by POM results.  The noteworthy observation is that the 

synthesized HBLC ternary complex possesses the induced higher order phases and a nematic phase with a high 

clearing point and a low melting point compared to its constituents and it has acquired high thermal span width 

compared to individual compounds.   
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